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1. We, the Leaders of our seven countries and the Representatives
of the European Community, salute the men and women around the
world whose courage and wisdom have inspired and brought about the
historic advances of democracy we have witnessed over the past
year. As we enter the final decade of this century, which we
intend should be a Decade of Democracy, we reiterate our commitment
to support the strengthening of democracy, human rights, and
economic reconstruction and development through market-oriented
economies. We emphasize the important opportunity provided in this
forum for representatives from Europe, Japan, and North America to
discuss criticalchallenges of the coming years.

Z. Europe is at the dawn of a new era. We welcome enthusiastic-
"-ally the profound and historic changes sweeping the continent. The

• NLondon Declaration on a Transformed North Atlantic Alliance
'nprovides a new basis for cooperation among former adversaries in
`Abuildinq a stable, secure, and peaceful Europe. we are determined
r<jto seize all opportunities to achieve a Europe whole and free and
-recognize the European community's contribution to that effort. We
applaud the unification of Germany, which is a tangible expression
of mankind's inalienable right to self-determination and a major
contribution to stability in Europe.

We welcome the replacement of repressive regimes in Central and
Eastern Europe by governments freely chosen by their peoples. We
applaud the introduction of the rule of law and the freedoms that
are the bedrock of a democratic state. We urge Romania, following
recent events, to adhera to the positive trend taking place in
other countries of Central and Eastern Europe.

3. we welcome the intention of the Soviet Union to move toward a
democratic political system, as well as Soviet attempts to reform
their economy along market principles. we commit ourselves to
working with the Soviet Union to assist its efforts to ereate an
open society, a pluralistic democracy, and a market-oriented
economy.. Such changes will enable the Soviet Union to fulfill its
responsibilities in the community of nations founded on these
principles. We are heartened by indications that a constructive
dialogue is underway between the Soviet government and the Baltic
states, and we urge all sides to continue this dialogue in a

, democratic spirit.
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